I have the privilege of representing a dynamic community of ambitious and talented young professionals, aged 35 and under, who are the future driving force behind transformative urban development.

The Young Leaders Group was created for the leaders of tomorrow to engage with today’s decision makers. We provide our members with the tools and insights to grow their careers, develop their skills and experience, build their network, and navigate the complex cities of the built environment. To support this we have a wide range of activities including mentorship programmes, lunch and learn sessions, educational workshops, dedicated conferences, webinars, and many other local, pan-European, and global initiatives.

Our forum provides fertile ground for cultivating visionary ideas, hones leadership skills, and helps to forge invaluable connections. We foster a culture of collaboration where diverse backgrounds, expertise, and perspectives converge to spark innovation. Young Leaders exchange ideas and collaborate on forward-thinking projects; united by a shared passion for driving positive change, cultivating innovation, and questioning the status quo.

I am excited to see our high-energy and ambitious group growing by the day in Europe, contributing to shape the urban landscape of tomorrow and ensuring a legacy that future generations can be proud of.

Young Leaders: “The future driving force behind transformative urban development.”
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ULI EUROPE YOUNG LEADERS

The ULI Europe Young Leaders provides a unique forum for the industry leaders of tomorrow to engage with the leaders of today. It connects local expertise with global knowledge across the entire spectrum of real estate disciplines through localised networking and our mentorship programmes.

Engagement, collaboration, and support is key to helping us deliver and build the European Young Leaders programme and additionally provides the following benefits for your organisation:

- Tickets to the Young Leaders Retreat
- Logo on the ULI Europe Young Leaders page with a link to the company website
- Pre and post logo recognition at all ULI Europe Young Leaders events
- Logo recognition at the Young Leaders Forum held at the ULI Europe Conference

To find out more about sponsorship options please contact niamh.murphy@uli.org.

EVENTS

Young Leaders Retreat
Annual two-day event which offers insights into the challenges, opportunities, management and marketing of real estate in a European city.

Young Leaders Forum
Full-day event held at the ULI Europe Conference, the Forum includes a series of sessions with high-profile speakers followed by interactive panel discussions, site visits, and networking opportunities.

INITIATIVES

Sister Cities
Connects two communities of Young Leaders to learn from and about their respective cities: urban planning case studies, distinctive architecture, and new regulations impacting construction or management of real estate operations.

PropTech Innovation Challenge (PIC)
Young Leaders-led initiative with the purpose of identifying a group of game-changing technologies or innovations annually – each with the potential to enhance how we live, work, and play within our urban environment.

Real Estate Vanguard Podcast
Thirty-minute monthly podcast featuring 10 real estate professionals making a significant impact on the built environment.